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ADMINISTRATION   DYNAMICS

 'administration' suggests
 bureaucratic, controlled
 steady, if not slow, paces of change

 BUT: land administration tries to capture
 relations between people and land
 which are changing rapidly

 THUS: land administration is very dynamic
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 How would you define land administration ?

LAND ADMINISTRATION – A DEFINITION
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Land administration is the process of determining, 
recording, and disseminating of information about 

ownership, value and use of land when implementing 
land management policies
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 “Land administration”: the structure and processes for the 
determination, archiving and delivery of land rights, and the 
systems through which general oversight on the performance of 
the land sector is managed (p. xiii in:)

 Frameowrk and Guidelines on Land Policy in Africa (F&G), 2010
 Sub title:
 Land Policy in Africa: A Framework to                                         

Strengthen Land Rights, Enhance                                              
Productivity and Secure Livelihoods

 AU “Declaration on Land Issues and 
Challenges in Africa”, July 2009, Sirte (Libya)

LAND ADMINISTRATION – AFRICAN DEFINITION
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 Based on the best MSc and PhD student work of 
ITC students in East-Africa we compiled a book

 In the closing chapter we see changes related to 
different aspects of LA:
1. Changes in the status of people-to-land relations
2. Changes in the conceptual and technological 

core characteristics of LA
3. Changing land use and land value
4. Measuring the change
5. Change agents

DYNAMICS IN LAND ADMINISTRATION



 People relate to land in many ways for every aspect of life
 sleep, eat (from), work, worship. transport, learn, die, ..

 Once there is (local) scarcity a ‘land tenure system’ is designed
 it creates ‘rights’, but most importantly ‘exclusion of others’
 elites (rich, powerful) benefit mostly from such arrangements
 poor, minorities, excluded, .. suffer, and need to ‘squat’ on 

less and less not (yet) claimed space (e.g. hazardous)
 common, communal government land should serve broad 

interests for all, difficult in reality ..; green space  a market or 
parking or ..

 It is hard to get into the formal system, many remain outside
 customary, slums, unplanned developments, ..

1. STATUS OF PEOPLE-TO-LAND RELATIONS



(UN Habitat 2008)

CONTINUUM OF RIGHTS



CONTINUUM OF RIGHTS

 acknowledges reality of many forms of tenure and tenure regimes
 tries to offer tenure security for each of them in an appropriate 

way
 presupposes that there will be a (slow) development
 is the core value of Global Land Tool Network (GLTN)
 not always popular with national governments and WB
 increasingly has been accepted by e.g. AU, UN Habitat GC, WB

 similar to ‘legitimate tenure’ (that needs to be accepted even if 
not recorded) as described in the VGs - Voluntary Guidelines on 
Responsible Governance of Tenure of land, fisheries and forests 
(FAO/CFS, 2012)



LEGAL / LEGITIMATE TENURE

Source: Laarakker/Zevenbergen



 pull of dealing with variety in land tenure forms
 pull of increasing scarcity asking for more refined land planning 

and land management (incl. hazard and climate effects)

 push of geospatial technologies
 push of internet and mobile phone

 demand of service delivery by all in                                                               
society

 Calls for: Innovative land tools

2. CHANGES IN CONCEPTUAL AND TECHNOLOGICAL 
CORE CHARACTERISTICS OF LA 



 Expansion of existing systems often very slow
 At current pace it takes decades or centuries for full coverage
 Updating of included parts is very limited
 Registration and even regularization projects might even threaten 

tenure of poor and marginalized

 ‘new’ laws are increasingly acknowledging customary or 
communal rights, but implementation is weak

 New technologies are becoming available:

NEED FOR INNOVATIVE LAND TOOLS 



Data Capture

 UAVs
 Fixed Wing



Data Automation and AI

 Automatic Feature Extraction
 UAV + LiDAR
 Machine Learning Algorithms

http://www.mdpi.com/2073-445X/6/3/60



Data Exchange and Integration

 LADM Integration
 BIM, LandInfra, CityGML
 OGC Working Group
 LADM+

 Unstructured Data
 ‘More data created in 2016/17 than previous 5000 years’
 ‘Only 0.5% used in strategic decision making’
 Analysis opening up new insight ?

 Blockchain – making the ‘gatekeepers’ digital ?



 New technology can be used for good or bad
(“hammer to build a house or crack a skull”)

 Calls for Innovative ways to secure land tenure
 via land tools that are pro-poor and gendered (e.g. the mission 

of the Global Land Tool Network)
 developed and now applies tools like:

INNOVATIVE LAND TOOLS 



SUCH A TOOL: STDM

 STDM; a pro poor land information system and more
 1. a new way of thinking with flexible base notions of LA
 2. a software package designed to meet the above                             

ideas
 3. a broad approach how to collect data in the field
 4. a way of making area wide land information                                                                  

available for better informed land management                                                             
and land policy preparation
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Crowd and cloud sourced via smartphone
 Mobile telephones widely spread every where and 

influencing many things like the position of middleman 
between farmer and market

 Wikimapia/Google mapmaker allow to put handheld device 
tracked ‘polygon’ on a website (on top of a ‘base’ map / 
image)

 OpenStreetMap was created in such a way with polygons 
representing esp. roads and houses

‘MAP MY RIGHTS’



POLYGON ON LINE TO CAPTURE A ROAD



OPEN STREET MAP

 Volunteers map ‘whole’ world:
 Volunteered/Voluntary Geographic Information VGI; 

crowdsourcing; web 2.0,
 Volunteers not representative sample of population 

(crowdsourcing, only 8-11% contribute overall)
 Both formal and informal, what they accept
 E.g. slums are now included on these maps to a large extend



OpenStreetMap



POLYGON ON LINE

 Polygons can also represent ‘boundaries’ of a field



‘MAP MY RIGHTS’

 Open street map  ‘open cadastre map’ ?
 upload your claims on an international webbased platform
 more transparent for Corporate Responsible Business investors 

in large land deals

 Any claim or NGO’s do this after participatory projects ?

 Ethical issues ? Conflicting values ..

 Example of approach from MAST:



MOBILE APPLICATION TO SECURE TENURE (MAST)

 Mobile Data Capture Application
 Developed as a USAid project in 

Tanzania (Cloudburst implemented)
 To capture (legal, but customary) land 

rights
 Data collection 1 of 5 components



‘MAP MY RIGHTS’

 Fast developing; research on needs, design, evaluate, critique ..



Fit-For-Purpose Land Administration

As little as possible – as much as necessary (for the purpose)

Fast – Cheep – and Good (enough for the purpose)



Legal Framework

Spatial Framework

Institutional Framework

Fit-for-Purpose Land Administration – the concept

Fit-For-Purpose
Land Administration

FIG pub. no. 60
2014

GLTN Guide
2016



KEY PRINCIPLES

Spatial Framework Legal Framework Institutional Framework

 Visible (physical) 
boundaries rather than 
fixed boundaries

 Aerial / satellite  imagery 
rather than field surveys

 Accuracy relates to the 
purpose rather than 
technical standards

 Demands for updating and 
opportunities for  upgrading 
and ongoing  improvement

 A flexible framework 
designed along 
administrative rather than 
judicial lines.

 A continuum of tenure 
rather than just individual 
ownership   

 Flexible recordation rather 
than only one register

 Ensuring gender equity for 
land and property rights.

 Good land governance 
rather than bureaucratic 
barriers

 Holistic institutional 
framework rather than 
sectorial siloes

 Flexible IT approach rather 
than high-end technology 
solutions  

 Transparent land 
information with easy and 
affordable access for all

Fit-for-Purpose Land Administration 



3. CHANGING LAND USE AND LAND VALUE

 Pressure on land leads to rural land becoming urbanized
 loss of agriculture fields and natural areas
 densification of built up areas
 cross cutting linear infrastructure



CHANGING LAND USE AND LAND VALUE

 Land use planning should moderate and guide this, within well 
thought broader zoning plans and under a land clear policy
 (needs lot of geo-information to do well)
 needs good land governance to do fair / equitable
 needs land services to implement efficient and fair

 Planning can also be used to evict informal                                                      
(legitimate) land holders, for elites to ‘value                                                         
capture’ on real estate development

 “Balancing pro-poor priorities with market                                                       
orientation” (3.2.3. F&G)



SPATIAL (TERRITORIAL) JUSTICE – ALLOCATING SPACE 
FAIRLY AND APPROPRIATELY
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Redistributive justice • fair distribution of natural resources, basic 
infrastructures, services and employment, 

• to overcome material  and services disparities 
among groups or regions 

Recognitional justice • recognition of all  people and areas that are well-
off, when spatial resources are to be allocated

Procedural justice • the appropriateness of decision-making 
procedures in the allocation of resources or 
resolution of related conflicts. 

Intra- and inter-
geeernational justice

• fairness  in distribution of resources for all people 
of the same generation, 

• attention on the needs of the least advantaged in 
society 

• the needs of  both present and future generations



RIGHT TO THE CITY (LEFEBVRE,1996)

• Shared responsibility (both city government and urban citizens) for 
allocation and acceptance of who may access, use and occupy urban 
space

• New residential areas should not be planned and constructed without any 
consultation with existing land tenants, even if these are occupying land 
without any legal certificate

• Affordable and secure housing schemes within the city boundaries for 
people with lower incomes

• Co-construction and more direct influence for any city resident (low and 
high income) in how the city develops

33



TENURE-RESPONSIVE LAND USE PLANNING (GLTN GUIDE 
AND ELEARNING PACKAGE)
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The 8 R’s of Responsible Land Management (de Vries and Chigbu, 2017)
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Looking at questions such as…
Responsive • Including needs, requests, long-term views of stakeholders

• Addressing urgency of need
Resilient • Ensuring or creating the sustenance of societal structures

• Avoiding major disruptions
Robust • Based on solid mechanisms

• Not leading to fundamental change or disruptions
Reliable • Decisions are trusted or are based on trust or creating trust

Respected • Decisions and actions are valued positively
• Decision makers are seen as appropriate leaders or managers

Retraceable • All steps are documented, so history can be reconstructed
• At all times it is possible to see which steps have been taken 

by whom, and what still needs to occur
Recognizable • People can identify with the decisions; there is ownership of 

the project or intervention 
Reflexive • At regular points in time there are moments at which the 

rightfulness or appropriateness is re-evaluated or re-assessed



The 3 main aspects
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Looking at questions such as…
Structures • Validity and functionality of institutional structures to manage 

the project or intervention 
• Validity and functionality of technical structures needed for the 

interventions
Processes • Logic of process sequence 

• Appropriateness of individual steps
• Need for parallel processes / steps

Outcomes and 
impacts

• Appropriateness of results, changes
• Visibility and proof of results , changes



‘Responsible’ land management
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 Impact measurements of land interventions has been weak

 Performance of existing systems,                                                      
see Doing Business of WB

 Now in SDGs, land targets can be found in many goals:

4. MEASURING THE CHANGE



The Global Agenda
17 Goals, 169 targets, and a wide range of indicators

https://sustainabledevelopment.un.org/?menu=1300



Goal 1. End poverty in all its forms everywhere

1.1 By 2030, eradicate extreme poverty for all people everywhere, 
currently measured as people living on less than $1.25 a day

1.4 By 2030, ensure that all men and women, in particular the poor and 
the vulnerable, have equal rights to economic resources, as well as 
access to basic services, ownership and control over land and other 
forms of property, inheritance, natural resources, appropriate new 
technology and financial services, including microfinance



 Risk is that governments will prioritize to get better score here, 
and not take the ‘don’t leave anyone behind’ central

 In addition to administrative data, also geo-information, via 
satellite, plane or UAV based sensors, can really help

MEASURING THE CHANGE



 Innovative land administration can be done
 technologically enough is already available
 it needs esp. change of mindset
 interdisciplinary and cross agency thinking
 goal and client orientation, not technocratic procedures, 

requirements and ‘mandates’
 appropriate (post) graduate training in new ideas, but especially 

in attitudes of land professionals, which include (parts of):
 land surveyors, lawyers, planners, valuers / real-estate 

economists, IT-specialists, ..
 land professionals should “Be Part of the Solution, Not the 

Problem!” (FIG president in 2012)

5. CHANGE AGENTS



 Mandates of a government agency are NOT rights to exclude 
others from contributing to solving problems

 Mandates are a duty to deliver the required services to society at 
large in the general benefit

 The ultimate ‘mandate’ or goal is given in
 National Constitutions and International Treaties, e.g.
 Right to share in benefits of national resources
 Right to adequate housing
 Right to food security
 ..

 Policies should aim at ‘inclusive development’

CHANGE AGENTS



DYNAMICS IN LAND ADMINISTRATION

 is influenced by many drivers
 (geo) ICT is certainly a part of that
 Geo-information is not value free
 ‘information is power’, can be easily abused
 use and goal should be kept in mind when collecting

 land management (incl. administration) is broad and interdisciplinary
 it contributes to economic development
 if not well designed it can easily damage the weaker groups in 

society, and thus needs to be responsible; it needs a link to other 
knowledge and other ways of thinking, other attitudes

 clearly ‘cadastre’ is no longer a ‘dusty’ and static issue
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